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AISATS COOLPORT receives ‘Best Cold Chain Cargo Terminal of the Year’
award !
AISATS COOLPORT was awarded ‘Best Cold Chain Cargo Terminal of the Year’ in 6th Cold Chain Strategy Summit held
in Mumbai on 21st June, 2017
AISATS COOLPORT received this award on successfully completing the evaluation process conducted by a jury of 10
members. The evaluation criteria included Business Rationale, Innovative & Creative Solution and Technology used
and its effective implementation. The Cold Chain Strategy Summit is a platform where industry leaders from Pharma,
Chemicals, FMCG come together to discuss the storage and logistics options, ways to overcome the challenges faced
by cold chain industry and to maintain the integrity of the temperature sensitive products.
AISATS COOLPORT : AISATS COOLPORT is India’s first integrated on-airport perishable cargo handling terminal with
temperature controlled handling facilities for import and export cargo under one roof. AISATS COOLPORT, with its
11,000 square meter state-of-the-art facility is the largest temperature controlled on-airport cargo terminal in India,
with a capacity to handle 40,000MT of perishable cargo per annum. This future ready facility has 17 dedicated
modular cold rooms with adjustable temperature ranging from - 25°C to +25°C, ensures that temperature sensitive
cargo is kept at the required temperature condition. AISATS COOLPORT offers end-to-end cool chain solutions.
Product quality is retained by ensuring a continuous cold chain when it is handled/stored inside the warehouse.
Temperature loss is minimised while cargo is being transferred between COOLPORT and Aircraft by using cool trollies,
thermal blankets and temperature controlled containers. AISATS COOLPORT also offers refrigerated trucking services
for their shippers on request.

(L-R) Mr. Mr. P V Sheshadri, CEO, Future Supply Chain Solutions Ltd. handing over the
award to Mr. Kalpesh Kumar Singh, AVP-Commercial, AISATS, Mr. Anantha
Rangasayee, Manager COOLPORT operations, AISATS and Mr. Harish Bhatia, Founder
& CEO, Kamikaze Media
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